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QUESTION 1

Which employment actions can a Line Manager perform through the Smart Navigation icon within the Directory search
results, organization chart, or while viewing the public spotlight page of their direct reports? 

A. Promote, Transfer, Terminate, Location change, Manager change, and Add Additional Assignment. 

B. Promote, Transfer, Terminate, Location change, Create Work Relationship, and Add Additional Assignment. 

C. Promote, Transfer, Terminate, Location change, Manager change, and Working Hours change. 

D. Promote, Suspend, Terminate, Location change, Manager change, and Add Additional Assignment. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You are a human resource specialist and a workflow request is showing in your worklist notification even after you
approved it (sent it to the second level approver). What are three possible causes of this behavior? (Choose three.) 

A. The second level approver might have approved the request. 

B. The second level approver might have rejected the request. 

C. The second level approver might have reassigned the request. 

D. The second level approver might have executed a pushback on the request. 

E. The second level approver might have opted for an adhoc route. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 3

Which feature helps you capture legislative information for grades on the create and edit grade pages? 

A. Descriptive Flexfield 

B. Extensible Flexfields 

C. Key Flexfields 

D. Lookups 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three options are true regarding Grade Ladders? (Choose three.) 
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A. Five types of Grade Ladders are available. 

B. A Grade Ladder cannot be created with a combination of both grades and grades with steps. 

C. Grade Ladders are used to group grades or grades with steps. 

D. Two types of Grade Ladders are available. 

E. A Grade Ladder can be created with a combination of both grades and grades with steps. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 5

You are implementing the Enterprise Checklist functionality for one of your customers. The customer wants certain
checklist tasks allocated to the employee automatically before their hire date. 

What should you do to achieve the required functionality? 

A. Associated the area of responsibility with the checklist template to allocate the checklist to persons automatically
when they are given the specific area of responsibility. 

B. The worker must be added as a Pending Worker and the enterprise or step checklist need to be tied to the Add a
Pending Worker action. 

C. Associate a life event with the checklist template to allocate the checklist to persons automatically when they
experience the event. 

D. Managers can automatically allocate checklist templates to the persons whom they manage from the Onboarding
work area. 

E. Associate the eligibility profile with the checklist template to allocate the checklist to persons automatically when they
satisfy the criteria built in the eligibility profile. 

Correct Answer: E 

To achieve the required functionality, an eligibility profile needs to be created and associated with the checklist template.
This will ensure that the checklist is automatically allocated to persons who satisfy the criteria built into the eligibility
profile. Reference: [1] Oracle Cloud HCM: Configuring Onboarding Checklists and Tasks, [2] Oracle Cloud HCM:
Configuring Eligibility Profiles. 
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